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Expertise For
Enterprise Data
Fortified Data is a full-stack IT partner focused exclusively on data. We proactively plan and
design data systems for performance and scalability. Our success isn’t measured in awards and
accolades—though we have them. Instead, we succeed when our clients succeed.

The Enterprise Data Services You Need
On-Demand, Advanced Capabilities
Fortified Data operates as a catalyst for change, guiding our clients in their quest to make more
effective use of strategic and operational data. Enterprise Data Services delivers database
solutions, including database development, cloud strategy, data movement, and presentation.

Cloud Strategy

Data Movement

Cloud migration gives organizations
accelerated productivity, agility, and
scalability in their systems.

Convert, integrate, and distribute data
across multiple applications efficiently
and at-scale.

Database Development

Data Analytics And Presentation

Designed for performance and
scalability to help better manage
the data ecosystem.

Help your business understand its
data. Delivering data-driven answers
to deeper questions with real-time
reporting and visualizations.

Performance Tuning
And Troubleshooting

DevOps

Leverage Fortified Data’s full-stack
knowledge to solve complex data
problems, and optimize your mission
critical processes.

Continuous integration and environment
automation critical to developing
efficiencies in today’s ecosystems.
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Core Health®
Optimizing Your Server And Database
Fortified Data’s Core Health® service works to improve your data ecosystem, supporting greater stability of all
servers in the database environment. We start by leveraging our full-stack knowledge to create a Data Tier
Assessment, which informs the targeted roadmap to greater stability, scalability, and capabilities.
We designed the Core Health® service to focus on your data’s foundation. Once we achieve stability, Fortified Data
works with your business and technology teams on the strategic roadmap. We will identify and understand your
goals before delivering specific Core Health® services, designed to safeguard the lasting stability and availability of
your entire Data Tier.
Core Health® delivers the following services:
Monitoring

Database Patching

Maintenance

Capacity Planning

Management

Troubleshooting

Measuring Your Success
We measure our results against three key metrics—stability, scalability, and capabilities—matching what
many organizations measure themselves against. We encourage clients to think of new ways to achieve stable,
healthy environments.

Stability

Scalability

Capabilities

• Improve platform strength

• Increase transactional volumes

• Greater ROI

• Reduce outages

• Optimize cloud design and migration

• Cloud architecture and implementation

• Increase uptime

• Increase concurrency

• Data movement - ETL

• Predict response times

• Reduce resource consumption

• Automation - DevOPS

• Enable analytics environment

• Data presentation - PowerBI, Tableau
• Big Data and stream analytics

Let us show you what’s possible.

(844) 282-DATA
¨

sales@fortifieddata.com

